Still Subject of Discussion

Many of the companies are also refusing to send deliveries to campus—"We're not taking sides either way," said one fraternity member. "We're just following orders from the Teamsters local 115." Because of the dispute, a number of fraternities have been unable to receive supplies. "I'm not going to cross the picket lines," he said. "I'm not going to send them anything at all."

CAMPUS SECURITY OFFICERS were extra on Philadelphia Police Academy Friday. The economy marks the beginning of an eight-week training period. See story on page 2.

Meyerson Advises Student Group Against Lobbying in State Senate

By STEVEN A. MARQUEZ

The status of a proposed cooperative health care program with Thomas Jefferson University is still the subject of discussion between Faculty Senate Leader Robert Stellar and the dean of Jefferson's school of allied health professions, John Gaddis.

The University Trustees urged the presidents of member cooperatives to develop the cooperative program with a view to bringing them "closer together" on the School of Allied Medical Professions. "It should be a model for the future," said Stellar.

A University Senate sub-committee has been established by the Senate to analyze the proposals and to try to evolve a plan "amicably and without any ill will or any bad feeling among the people who have been trying to work on this program," said Stellar.

"It's the attitude of the Trustees that is of interest to us," Stellar said. "The Trustees have been very accommodating and I think we're getting along very well with them."

Meyerson Proposes Senate Action

By JEFFREY N. BARKER

"The allocation will come before the Senate later this year," said Senator Wayne Meyerson. "The Senate can't be bound by an action of the Board of Trustees, and we're going to bring the matter to the Senate this fall.""The proposal was introduced by Meyerson in the Senate last week, and the committee heard testimony from students and faculty members opposed to the freeze.

The Senate committee, chaired by Meyerson, recommended to the Senate on Wednesday night that they proceed with the proposals, which would increase the student body appropriation from $17 million to $20 million.

Stellar and Kurnis "are just discussing whether it's fair," Stellar said. "We're going to try to reach an agreement on this issue." Stellar said the committee hoped to have a report ready for the Senate to consider by the end of the month.

New Dental Program

By MARY STEVENS

The University of Pennsylvania is planning to establish a new dental program, with an initial budget of $5 million, to be supported by the University's Faculty Senate.

"It's a good thing," said Stellar, "if they can come up with a healthy plan."

"The $17 million allocation from the University is one of the reasons why the Senate has been able to continue with the proposal," said Stellar.

"It will be a good thing," said Stellar, "if they can come up with a healthy plan."
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Campus Security Officers Enter City Police Academy

IN HARRISBURG
Six University campus security officers have entered the Pennsylvania State Police Academy at City Hall for police training. Deborah McCabe, Sandra Moteles, Nancy Frantz, Helena Gibbons, Deborah McPhail and Sandra Middlebrooks will be the first campus security officers to be trained at the Police Academy. Previously all officers were trained through a police department and the Chambersburg Police Department. Dr. Robert Wells said, "It is very significant that these officers are receiving training at the Police Academy because the training will take place in an urban setting which is the specific area that these officers will be dealing with."
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STUDENT WANTED TO SERVE ON A BLUE RIBBON, GOVERNMENT SPONSORED TASK FORCE CONCERNING THE FINANCING AND PLANNING OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN PENNSYLVANIA

PARTICIPATE IN WRITING THE STATE’S MASTER PLAN FOR ALL OF HIGHER EDUCATION:

- BACKGROUND IN ECONOMICS, FINANCE, GOVERNMENT, AND POLICY

- EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

- INTEREST IN POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY HELPFUL BUT NOT REQUIRED

ALL INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS ARE INVITED TO APPLY!
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GENEVA & PEACE IN ‘77
--A PALESTINIAN VIEW

Lecture By
DR. FAYEZ SAYEGH
Member Palestine National Council

Mon., Oct. 24, 4:30 P.M.
B-5 Stitelar Hall

Confirmation of lecture series which previously presented
views of Israel, Egypt, Syria & U.S.
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The Labor Dispute

By Don Manno

The past several weeks, universities across the country have faced ever-increasing problems in finding appropriate personnel to run their programs. Programs are being cut back, faculty members are being forced to relocate due to the tenure crunch and staff members are also losing their jobs.

In higher education, this crisis has hit the University of Pennsylvania unusually close to home. Oustside of the rat race, the University laid off all housekeepers and contracted out services to outside firms.

If the University's post-cost-saving measures, such as the phase-out of the School of Arts and Sciences Professors, are any indication of the University's true fiscal position, it is a dire financial situation.

This crisis, however, is not new. For years, the University has been in a fiscal crisis. In order to keep its financial position from further deterioration, it has been forced to cut back on programs, force faculty members to relocate, and cut staff members' wages.

The University can no longer deny the need to save money. It has already slashed its payroll and cut back on programs. It is now time to cut back on the University's overhead costs.

In the following days, University officials will be deciding on the fate of the University's housekeepers. They will be deciding whether to keep the housekeepers or to contract out their services. This decision will have a direct impact on the University's financial position.

The decision to contract out the University's housekeeper services will have a direct impact on the University's financial position. It will mean a loss of revenue to the University. But it will also mean a loss of jobs to the University's housekeepers.

The University should be the first to say that it is not in the University's best interest to contract out the University's housekeeper services. It should be the first to say that the University's housekeepers are an integral part of the University's community. They are an integral part of the University's history.

The University should be the first to say that it is wrong to contract out the University's housekeeper services. It should be the first to say that the University's housekeepers are an integral part of the University's community. They are an integral part of the University's history.
Immediate Majority Rule Urged At Forum on Africa

By MARIA BRAGA

A group of predominantly black students, faculty, and others, including several visiting speakers, gathered in a room adjoining the National Security Agency (NSA) auditorium to hear Toure urge black Americans to band together in a “national movement for majority rule,” in order to make “the struggle a success.”

Toure urged black Americans to support the movement for majority rule in Africa. He added that the black American population is “our greatest ally” in making the struggle a success.

**Monday Night Football**
(Kidwell 9:50 P.M.)

The Mask & Wig Rathskoller
COLD BEER
HOT DOGS AND SAUERKRAUT
FREE POPCORN

Basement Of Houston Hall

**Walnut Mall Cinema**
1400 Locust St.

**CINEMA 10**
8:30, 11:00
**CINEMA 8**
6:30, 9:30, 12:30
**CINEMA 7**
4:30, 7:00, 10:00

FAR FROM THE MADDDING CROWD
Peter Cook, Dudley Moore, and Robin Williams
PG**

The Nightly Popular Foreign Films of the Year

**Cousin Cousine**
PG**

“A BIDGE TOO FAR” PG

**Yokum, Pokum, Pokum-Pokum**

$1.75

Get Your Pokum: Mushroomed! Peppered! Pizzalized!

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Ladies Night 9:20
All Mixed Drinks Under 76! (Except Cream)

**Yokum’s Is Dying To Give You A Pokum!**

**The Campus Favorite**

5-10

**EARN $60-PER MONTH**

DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
Single, Convenient & Profitable
Earn Weekly Income While You Study or Work
Convenient Locations
Plentiful, Comfortable Facilities

INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK
2003 N Broad St.
(215) 238-2343

Large assortment of sizes: 5-10

**HEAVY DATE**

Appointment With The Future
For Engineering Grads

Engineering opportunities exist at Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California for Radar Systems and Electro-Optical & Data Systems Groups, for graduates with the following degrees:

• BS in E.E., Comp. Sci., ME
• MS in E.E., Comp. Sci., ME

The positions involve the development of advanced radar and avionic systems, electro-optic and space sensor systems, laser systems, and airborne computers and software.

Opportunities are available in the following specialized areas:

• Analog & Digital Circuit Design
• Hybrid Circuit Design
• Systems Analysis
• Systems Engineering
• Signature Technology
• Image & Information Processing
• Computer Architecture
• Scientific Programming
• E.O. Systems Design
• Optical Systems Design
• Signal Processing Circuit Design
• Structural Dynamics Analysis
• Mechanical Product Design
• Servo Design

Positions are also available for BS graduates on our Masters Fellowship Work Study and our Engineering Internship Programs. For details, interested graduates are requested to schedule interview appointments with our recruiting office before November 7, 1977.

**HUGHS**

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

U.S. Citizenship required

**WHAT'S AN NSA CAREER?**

It’s different things to different people.

Of course, most of the employees at the National Security Agency have certain things in common: all are citizens of the United States, they are civilians employed by the Department of Defense; they are engaged in projects vital to our national security and intelligence production; and they all enjoy the benefits that accompany Federal employment. However, the differences between our career opportunities are just as interesting as their similarities. For example:

**TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS, MS):** An NSA career means deriving into unique projects which can span every phase of the R&D cycle. An engineer may design, develop, test and accept communications systems for the NSA. He may work with devices and systems whose capacities and speeds are still considered tomorrow in most quarters.

**TO THE COMPUTATIONAL SCIENTIST (BS, MS):** Means applying his or her knowledge in a wide scope of sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems programming, operating systems, computer applications and in an environment of fast growing electronic, military, and national needs.

**TO THE MATHEMATICIAN (MS):** A career means applying mathematics, working with extremely challenging mathematics and mathematics-related problem. Statistic mathematical, logic, and computer applications are just a few of the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.

**TO THE LONGITUDINAL MIS (BS, MS):** A career consists of transmitting, translating, and perhaps conducting analysis and documentation projects. Those, Mid-Eastern, and Asian language majors can operate challenging assignments and continuing self development.

Interested in learning more about the difference in an NSA career? Include an interview with us through your Student Placement Office today. U.S. Citizenship is required.
Tech Hifi has 70 brands of stereo you can play, not just look at.

Some stereo stores have signs that say "Don’t Touch The Merchandise!"

But at Tech Hifi we encourage you to play any of the 70 brands of quality components we display.

You can take as long as you like in our soundrooms to compare all the systems and components you want to hear.

Which means, at Tech Hifi your ears will tell you what to buy — not a salesman.

The systems and components we display.

To play Hifi your ears will tell you. But at Tech Hifi we encourage.

Which means, at Tech Hifi near you.

Meyerson Advises Group

Citing a letter sent by Rubenstein to the University’s internal grievance board, Meyerson said the administration was aiming to "avoid personal involvement in the dispute." The students said the administration attempted to exclude the student body from participating in University decisions.

"The experience tells me people are afraid to act on their own. They are afraid to speak out. They are afraid to take risks. They are afraid to express their opinions. They are afraid to be heard.

"Tech Hifi has 70 brands of stereo you can play, not just look at.

If your budget is under $300, ask us to set up this $299 system for you to play. It features the beautiful new Fisher MC2000 stereo receiver, reliable Garrard 630 automatic turntable, and a pair of famous KLH 100 loudspeakers.

If you decide to buy this system, or any other at Tech Hifi, you can play it at home for a week and still return it for a full refund. No questions asked. Come play this week at the Tech Hifi near you.
Late Awakening Spikers

yardline. Army marched from there to draw first blood, with halfback quarter. After defensive tackle Don wasn't that good a team, not nearly as linebacker Joe Whelply. "Army closer," commented Quaker in the second half. battle of the defenses in the scoreless scored a total of 44 points in the first action-packed game—both teams prevented the Quakers from adding countless Penn offensive mistakes they held Army scoreless, but defense could not hold the methodical in the beginning of the second quarter, After Whelply recovered a fumble in the second quarter, and it just had as many yards passing in the second half as the Quakers had in the first quarter. Though the Quakers moved the ball well in the second half, mostly as Army Tops 150's After Monday, October 24, 1977 by U A Optimistically, he stated,-"This year, we are one of the better teams around." and Delaware. Again it's an away game so the bus ride could be a factor in the downfall. "I've been playing for three "and it always seems that every time we make a mistake, it costs us in the cellulose, a few defensive gaps, and it always seems that every time we make a mistake, it costs us in the cellulose, a few defensive gaps. I think we were fully awake yet," commented team coach Claire Rauscher. "I didn't play in the second game when they scored their two TD's," noted Nix. "They got their confidence back."

Disputed Call Keys Eli Grid Victory

Bulldogs never gave up after their middle for a 26-yard TD, making the

EUROPEAN STYLE PIZZA

Grinders Hoagies Steaks

Our Daily Home Made Dough

Discount Discount Discount

BUY 3 DIFFERENT PIZZAS GET 1 CHEESE PIZZA FREE

GOOD ANY DAY

Coupon Expires November 30, 1977

Discount Discount Discount

NEW LONDON STYLE PIZZA

Monday-Saturday

Tuna Hoagies

1.85

1.85

1.10

Any Hoagie Purchase Over $10.00

1 Six Pack 12 Oz Dr. Pepper Frees!!

Open

11 A.M. - 1 A.M. Weekdays

Till 2 A.M. Friday and Saturday

12 P.M.-12 A.M. Sundays

For Better Service Call:

EV2-1492

For Convenient Pick-Up

Near The Hi Rise

44 South 40th St.

Sorry No Delivery
Monahan Kicks Booters into Cellar

**By RICKY DICKSON**

Of the DP Staff

Not even the Yale Booters, who knew that if the Yale Booters were good, they had no chance in the world against Mensah would be the key. The booters knew the score was 0-0, and they knew that if they didn't take advantage of the only chance they had, they were going to lose. Mensah, who placed a perfect shot inches beneath the crossbar, would be the key. The booters knew that if the Yale Booters were to have a chance, Mensah had to be stopped.

Mensah would be the key. The booters knew that if the Yale Booters were to have a chance, Mensah had to be stopped. But Mensah was the key. The booters knew that if the Yale Booters were to have a chance, Mensah had to be stopped. But Mensah was the key. The booters knew that if the Yale Booters were to have a chance, Mensah had to be stopped. But Mensah was the key. The booters knew that if the Yale Booters were to have a chance, Mensah had to be stopped. But Mensah was the key.

And if you're wondering how he could call it, guess it was just fatigue on our part. We played a good first half. There were not many opportunities, choosing instead to put the Quakers in front 2-1, the losers of 2-0 in the first OT. The Elis' winning tally came after a disputed interference call on Quaker Tom Krmpf's throw in was grabbed by Penn's ULTIMATE FRISBEE director, had the opportunity to play in a game as big as this one—a battle for conference title, had different ideas.

In the second half, Mensah scored on a penalty corner, and it was an absolute thriller. Mensah's man advantage at one end, and we couldn't make that. And if you're wondering how they scored on a penalty corner, and it was an absolute thriller. Mensah's man advantage at one end, and we couldn't make that. And if you're wondering how they scored on a penalty corner, and it was an absolute thriller. Mensah's man advantage at one end, and we couldn't make that. And if you're wondering how they scored on a penalty corner, and it was an absolute thriller. Mensah's man advantage at one end, and we couldn't make that.

**Frost Force Turnovers; Whip USMA Prep, 24-8**

**By STUARTS-MARIN**

The freshman football team (3-1), normal of failures, continued its devastating attack on the opponents with a dominating display against the USMA Prep. The Quakers scored 24 points in the first half alone, setting a new record for the team. Prior to this game, the Quakers had not scored more than 7 points in any game. The Quakers dominated the USMA Prep with a 24-point lead, winning the game 24-8.

The Quakers started the game with a powerful rush, scoring on their opening drive. They continued their strong play, scoring on their next two possessions to take a 14-0 lead at halftime. The USMA Prep was unable to mount a sustained offensive drive, failing to score a single point in the first half. In the second half, the Quakers continued their dominance, scoring two more touchdowns to extend their lead to 24 points.

The Quakers' defense was also impressive, limiting the USMA Prep to just 8 points. The defense intercepted 3 passes, recovered 2 fumbles, and held the USMA Prep to just 73 total yards of offense. The Quakers' strong performance on both offense and defense resulted in a decisive victory over the USMA Prep.